Customer Profile

Carle Surpasses cost-savings goals
with Infor
Challenges

Facts at a glance
Solution: Healthcare
Products: Infor™ Lawson Supply Chain
Management, Infor Lawson Financials, Infor
Human Resource Management
Industry: Healthcare—Hospitals and
Health Systems
Country: USA
“We went from being two good businesses to
being one great business.”
—Michelle Wetzel, Infor Lawson Procurement
Systems Specialist, Carle Foundation Hospital

About the organization
Based in Urbana, Ill., The Carle Foundation is
the not-for-profit parent company of an
integrated network of healthcare services. The
325-bed regional hospital was recently named
to the 100 Top Hospitals® by Thomson
Reuters. Carle Physician Group, the outpatient
practice serving more than 200,000 unique
patients annually, is comprised of more than
300 physicians dedicated to providing the
highest quality care in 50 specialties located in
nine communities across central Illinois.
Together, they are known simply as Carle. To
learn more, visit. www.carle.org.

641 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10011

•

Merge Carle Foundation Hospital and Carle Physician Group
into a single, nonprofit organization—without disrupting their
service to the community.

•

Combine two accounting departments, two HR departments,
and two separate inventories.

•

Save $3 million in the first six months following the merger.

Benefits
•

Achieved a seamless experience and integrated billing for
patients shared by both the physician group and hospital.

•

Implemented a consolidated system in just three months.

•

Centralized inventory and purchasing.

•

Saved $2 million by standardizing products across
the organization.

•

Saved $1 million by coordinating and merging
service agreements.

•

Saved $500,000 by consolidating inventories and reducing
supplies on hand.

•

Saved $4 million total within six months.

“When you merge two unique entities, you can be sure that
each has its own ideas of how to handle issues.”
—Debbie Schmidt, Director of Materials Management,
Carle Foundation Hospital
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